


NFC Usage and 
Statistics for 2020

Though Near Field Communication 
(NFC) first came to use in the mid-
2000s, a far wider population is now 
familiar with the technology than 
ever before, and many are using NFC 
on a regular and frequent basis.

We wanted to find out exactly how 
much growth has been spurred by 
this increased awareness, so we 
broke down some of our own 
numbers on NFC usage in 2020. 



Recent NFC 
Usage Growth



• There will be 1.6 billion NFC-
enabled devices by 2024, according 
to ABI Research 

• NFC market value will reach $47  
billion by that same year 



• The numbers are even larger when 
looking at IoT beyond NFC: 20 billion 
IoT enabled devices will be in use by 
the end of 2020, while 500 billion are 
estimated by 2030



Why Now for Near 
Field Communication?
Smartphone Penetration

• With 3.4 billion active 
smartphones in the world today, 
smartphone penetration is at an 
all time high

• “In other words, 20%+ of the 
world’s population have access to 
NFC,” according to NFC Forum



Apple Opens up NFC

• 73% of smartphones supported 
NFC in 2018, an increase of 19 
percentage points from 2015

• Most of the growth was driven by 
Apple’s adoption of NFC in their 
iPhones, reports Scientia Mobile

• Apple has been updating iPhone 
NFC capabilities since the technology 
first appeared on iPhone 6 to enable 
Apple Pay which plays large role in 
the growing awareness of NFC



NFC Payments Find Wide Usage

• eMarketer estimates there will be
69.4 million NFC mobile payment 
users by the end of 2020; and will rise 
to 80.1 million users by 2023

• The report explains this growth:

Several major retailers have introduced 
mobile payment platforms in their mobile 
apps, and credit card companies are 
promoting the expansion of NFC technology 
with the introduction of contactless cards. 
Both moves should boost mobile payments 
in the years ahead. 



Innovative Uses 
of NFC Today

In-Person Events — Lévy Gorvy

• Art gallery Lévy Gorvy has added 
NFC and QR codes to a number of 
their exhibitions 

• When the gallery launched the 
“Warhol Women” exhibition, NFC 
tags embedded in takeaway cards let 
visitors extend their experience with 
the gallery after leaving

• 16% of visitors to the gallery 
interacted with the experience



Embedded in Physical Products 
— Wine & Spirits

• Pernod Ricard enabled Malibu Rum 
bottles with NFC tags that launched 
games, and recipes for cocktails

Consumer Products

• German CPG company, Henkel, 
added NFC to its hair care brand 
allowing “professional hairstylists to 
tap the product and get access to 
product information, instructional 
videos from celebrities and a curated 
Instagram feed.”


